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Abstract

The effect of temperature on multicomponent chemical diffusion in liquids of the quaternary system
CaO−Na2O−Al2O3−SiO2 has been studied. Diffusion-couple experiments were performed around a central com-
position of 64.5 wt%SiO2, 13.3 wt%Na2O, 10.8 wt%CaO, 11.4 wt%Al2O3. Experiments were performed for three
temperatures far above the glass transition (1200, 1280 and 1360◦ C), as well as 30◦C above the glass transition.
Strong multidiffusive effects were observed for all temperatures, with significant uphill diffusion of calcium, demon-
strating that uphill diffusion happens close to the glass transition as well as at high temperature. For each temperature,
we determined the diffusion matrix of the system and quantified its eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which correspond
formally to (respectively) exchanges between ions, and associated diffusion coefficients. Little variation of the eigen-
vectors of the diffusion matrix was observed as a function of temperature, with a dominant eigenvector corresponding
to the exchange of sodium with calcium, the two other eigenvectors corresponding to the exchange of calcium with
network formers. For the temperature range 1200-1360°C, the eigenvalues of the diffusion matrix have an Arrhe-
nian temperature dependence, with an activation energy consistent with electrical conductivity for the exchange of
sodium and calcium, and an activation energy consistent with viscosity for eigenvectors involving network formers.
Multicomponent diffusion close to the glass transition is characterized by the same eigenvectors as at higher tempera-
ture, but some diffusion profiles are asymmetric due to strong viscosity contrasts resulting in concentration-dependent
eigenvalues. Moreover, we observe some departure from Eyring relation close to the glass transition, with diffusion
eigenvalues several orders of magnitude greater than the Eyring prediction.

Highlights

- Multicomponent diffusion matrices were determined experimentally around a central composition of 64.5
wt%SiO2 , 13.3 wt%Na2O, 10.8 wt%CaO, 11.4 wt%Al2O3, for three superliquidus temperatures and 30 degrees
above the glass transition.

- Eigenvalues of the diffusion matrix were found to be Arrhenian down to 30 degrees above the glass transition.
- Eigenvalues of exchanges involving network formers are in good agreement with Eyring’s law at superliquidus

temperatures, but a departure from Eyring’s law is observed close to the glass transition.

1. Introduction1

Chemical diffusion is an essential transport mech-2

anism in silicate and aluminosilicate melts and3
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glasses (Zhang et al., 2010). In the glass industry4

as well as in magmatic processes, chemical diffusion 5

at high temperature plays an important role for crys- 6

tal nucleation and growth (Roskosz et al., 2005, 2006; 7

Nascimento et al., 2004; Reinsch et al., 2008; Nasci- 8

mento et al., 2011; Cassar et al., 2018), for min- 9

eral dissolution (Edwards and Russell, 1996; Liang, 10

1999; Acosta-Vigil et al., 2002, 2006; Chen and Zhang, 11
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2008) and for phase separation (Mazurin and Streltsina, 12

1972; Bouttes et al., 2015). Closer to the glass tran- 13

sition, diffusion controls ionic exchanges for strength-14

ened glasses (Smedskjaer et al., 2011; Vargheese et al.,15

2014), and exchanges between glass substrates and thin16

films (Fonné et al., 2017). In glasses, diffusion of alkali17

species is correlated with electrical conductivity (Jain18

et al., 1983; Natrup et al., 2005).19

Since the mobility of elements is thermally activated,20

diffusion coefficients increase with temperature, typi-21

cally following an Arrhenian law (Zhang et al., 2010).22

For network modifiers, crossing the glass transition does23

not affect the Arrhenian temperature dependency of24

self-diffusion coefficients (Jambon, 1982; Roselieb and25

Jambon, 1997, 2002). Activation energies for the differ-26

ent species can be significantly different, and are typi-27

cally higher for network formers, particularly near the28

glass transition (Gruener et al., 2001).29

However, the temperature dependency of multicom-30

ponent diffusion has been the focus of less atten-31

tion (Liang, 2010). Multicomponent diffusion is a for-32

malism which takes into account the cooperative na-33

ture of species mobility, using a diffusion matrix in-34

stead of scalar diffusivities. The diffusion matrix ap-35

proach is necessary to account for phenomena such36

as uphill diffusion, in which a gradient of an initially-37

constant species arises because of couplings with other38

species. Diffusion coefficients are obtained as the eigen-39

values of the diffusion matrix, while eigenvectors de-40

scribe couplings between species, in the form of ex-41

change reactions. Several studies in simplified sys-42

tems (Chakraborty et al., 1995; Mungall et al., 1998;43

Liang and Davis, 2002; Liang, 2010) measured an Ar-44

rhenian temperature dependency of diffusion eigenval-45

ues, and a global persistence of the direction of eigen-46

vectors. This persistence was attributed to that of melt47

structure, since eigenvectors correspond to local config-48

urational rearrangements. However, such studies were49

generally limited to ternary systems and concern mea-50

surements over relatively small temperature ranges at51

superliquidus conditions well above the glass transition.52

A recent exception in this latter respect is the study of53

multicomponent diffusion in a ternary borosilicate sys-54

tem (Pablo et al., 2017) that covers a temperature range55

of 400◦C down to temperatures a little more than 100◦C56

above the glass transition. In this case a degree of non-57

Arrhenian behaviour was observed, but it was not pos-58

sible to confirm whether diffusion and viscosity are cor-59

related all the way down to Tg.60

In this work, we study the influence of temper-61

ature on multicomponent diffusion in the quaternary62

CaO−Na2O−Al2O3−SiO2 system, around a peralkaline63

composition. In (Claireaux et al., 2016), we previously64

determined the diffusion matrix at 1200◦ C for this sys-65

tem, and compared its eigenvectors to those of other 66

systems in the literature. In this contribution, diffusion- 67

couple experiments are used to determine the diffusion 68

matrix over a very wide range of temperature, from su- 69

perliquidus conditions (1200, 1280 and 1360◦ C) down 70

to 30◦ C above the glass transition (around 650◦ C). 71

Viscosity measurements are used to discuss the link be- 72

tween diffusivities computed from the diffusion matrix 73

and viscosity at high temperature and close to the glass 74

transition. 75

2. Materials and methods 76

2.1. Glass compositions 77

We study a composition domain centered on 78

the peralkaline composition C0 = 64.5 wt%SiO2 79

, 13.3 wt%Na2O, 10.8 wt%CaO, 11.4 wt%Al2O3 80

(corresponding to C0 = 67.4 mol%SiO2, 13.5 81

mol%Na2O, 12.1 mol%CaO, 7.0 mol%Al2O3, or 82

Si2.02Na1.62Ca0.73Al0.28O6). In (Claireaux et al., 2016), 83

we studied multicomponent diffusion for this composi- 84

tion domain at 1200◦C. 85

We prepared a set of glasses centered on C0 for the 86

diffusion-couple experiments. Choosing the concentra- 87

tion difference in a diffusion couple is a trade-off be- 88

tween two contradicting aspects: we expect the diffu- 89

sion matrix to be independent of concentration only in a 90

small domain, while increasing the signal to noise ratio 91

of microprobe-analysis concentration profiles requires 92

to have a larger initial step of concentration. Here we 93

choose a maximal concentration difference of 5wt%. 94

This concentration difference also ensures that all com- 95

positions lie in the peralkaline domain. We prepared 96

12 different glasses, each of them being enriched in one 97

oxide and depleted in another with respect to C0. For 98

example, we denote as AN a composition with 2.5wt% 99

more alumina, and 2.5wt% less sodium oxide than C0. 100

Glasses were synthesized as described in (Claireaux 101

et al., 2016). Compositions of the different glasses are 102

given in Table 1. We have also reported in Table 1 den- 103

sities of the different compositions estimated at 1200◦C 104

using the models of (Bottinga et al., 1982), (Spera, 105

2000), (Priven, 2004) and (Fluegel et al., 2008). Values 106

given in Table 1 correspond to the average of density 107

values for the different models. 108

2.2. Viscosities 109

Viscosities of the 12 end-member compositions were 110

measured in the range 1100 to 1400◦C, using a 111
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C0 AC AN AS CA CN CS NA NC NS SA SC SN
Na2O 13.3 13.7 10.8 13.5 13.6 10.5 13.3 16.0 15.9 15.4 13.6 13.2 10.4
CaO 10.8 7.8 10.7 10.2 13.7 13.8 13.6 10.7 7.9 11.7 10.6 6.9 10.6
Al2O3 11.4 13.4 13.3 13.5 8.4 12.0 11.4 8.9 11.6 10.8 8.9 11.7 11.7
SiO2 64.5 65.1 65.4 62.1 64.3 63.6 61.7 64.3 64.6 62.0 66.9 66.7 66.8
density 2.35 2.38 2.37 2.36 2.40 2.40 2.37 2.35 2.38 2.36 2.34 2.37

Table 1: Compositions (in weight percents) and calculated densities (×103 kg.m−3) of glasses used in diffusion couples. Chemical compositions
were measured for each glass from the average of 20 electron microprobe analysis measurements. C0 is a theoretical composition (no glass of
composition C0 was synthetized).

AC AN AS CA CN CS NA NC NS SA SC SN
Tg (dilatometry) 620 650 614 612 627 615 589 578 593 605 607 631
Tg (η = 1012 Pa.s) 602 634 601 591 611 601 570 559 577 589 588 615

Table 2: Glass transition temperatures measured by dilatometry (log10 η (Pa.s) = 11.4), and extrapolated to log10 η = 12 using the VFT model
determined from the high and low-temperature viscosity measurements.

home-made Couette rheometer and samples of 100-g. 112

Low-temperature viscosity values were obtained from 113

dilatometry measurements. For dilatometry, 5x5x25114

mm3 samples were heated at 5◦/min in a Netzsch Power115

unit apparatus. The relative evolution of the length of116

the glass slab gives access to the dilatometric glass tem-117

perature (corresponding to log10 η (Pa.s) = 11.4) and118

to the dilatometric softening point (corresponding to119

log10 η (Pa.s) = 9.4). For DSC measurements, sam-120

ples were subjected to a 10◦/min heating ramp in a121

Multi HTC 96 Setaram calorimeter. The glass transition122

was determined as the intersection between baseline and123

peak tangents. DSC glass transition temperatures are124

consistently 20◦C higher than dilatometric glass transi-125

tion temperatures, probably because of the faster heat-126

ing ramp (Toplis et al., 2001). Therefore, dilatometry127

was preferred to DSC to determine the glass transition128

temperatures. Glass transition temperatures are given129

for the 12 endmembers in Table 2 for the dilatometric130

values (log10 η (Pa.s) = 11.4), and for the extrapolation131

to log10 η = 12 calculated using a VFT model obtained132

from fitting high-temperature and dilatometric measure-133

ments (see below).134

2.3. Diffusion experiments135

Square slabs of dimensions 15 × 15 × 5 mm3 of the136

different glasses were cut. Each slab was polished to137

ensure a good contact between the two slabs, limiting138

the formation of bubbles. Slabs were placed in vitre-139

ous silica crucibles of 25-mm diameter, the denser glass140

being placed below the lighter one. The space between141

the crucible and the glass slabs was filled with quartz142

sand to limit slumping of the melt, and to mitigate the143

formation of cracks during quenching.144

Three temperatures above the liquidus of C0 were se- 145

lected: 1200, 1280 and 1360◦ C. Diffusion experiments 146

were attempted outside this temperature range, but re- 147

sults could not be exploited because of crystallization 148

below 1200◦C, and systematic convection above 1360◦. 149

In order to investigate multicomponent diffusion 150

close to the glass transition, we first measured the 151

glass transition temperatures for the 12 compositions 152

using dilatometry and differential scanning calorimetry 153

(DSC). 154

For a given diffusion couple (e.g. AN/NA), the an- 155

nealing temperature was chosen as approximately 30◦ 156

C above the higher of the two glass transition temper- 157

atures (corresponding to η = 1012 Pa.s), to ensure that 158

a significant displacement of network formers can be 159

observed across the whole sample. Annealing temper- 160

atures are reported in Table 3 for the different diffusion 161

couples. For the experiments close to Tg, glass slabs 162

were polished to optical quality before being put in con- 163

tact, in order to ensure a good contact between the two 164

slabs. 165

Crucibles were introduced into an electric furnace 166

preheated at the temperature of interest. A thermocou- 167

ple placed close to the crucible indicated that samples 168

reached the temperature of interest a few minutes af- 169

ter being put inside the furnace. This time was defined 170

as t = 0. Counting from this point, isothermal treat- 171

ments of durations of 20 minutes, 1 hour and 3 hours 172

were performed for all diffusion couples at 1200◦ C, of 173

20 minutes and 1 hour at 1280◦C, and of 20 minutes at 174

1360◦. Samples were then quenched in air and annealed 175

at 600◦ C for one hour to avoid fracture during sub- 176
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AC/CA AN/NA NC/CN SA/AS SC/CS SN/NS
temperature (◦C) 652 683 657 647 647 657

t (days) 40 47 45 35 35 41

Table 3: Temperatures and durations of thermal treatments close to the glass transition for the different diffusion couples. Temperatures were
chosen as 30 degrees above the highest glass transition of the two endmembers.

sequent sample preparation. They were then mounted 177

in epoxy resin, cut perpendicularly to the interface, and178

polished to optical quality for further observation. For179

annealing close to the glass transition, annealing dura-180

tions are found in Table 3. At the end of the thermal181

treatment samples were quenched in air.182

2.4. Diffusion profiles183

The absence of convection was assessed using optical184

microscopy (using color contrast thanks to 100 ppm of185

cobalt oxide added to one of the endmembers) as well as186

scanning electron microscopy in back-scattered mode,187

on a Zeiss Gemini DSM 982 FEG-SEM. A fraction of188

the experiments had to be discarded because of convec-189

tion, especially at 1280 and 1360◦C.190

Diffusion profiles of high-temperature experiments191

were measured using a Cameca SX-100 electron mi-192

croprobe at the University of Lille. Analyses were per-193

formed for 20 seconds with an acceleration voltage of194

15 kV, a current of 15 nA and a spot size of 20 microns195

in order to reduce the charge density on the sample. For196

an accurate measurement of sodium concentration, four197

counting intervals of 5 seconds were used, and a regres-198

sion performed to extrapolate decreasing concentrations199

back to the initial concentration. Measurement accuracy200

on sodium oxide is of the order of 1 wt%, while that of201

the other elements is of the order of 0.2 wt%. Along202

a diffusion profile, two measurement points were al-203

ways separated by at least 30 microns to limit the impact204

of sodium migration at one point on adjacent measure-205

ments. For the low temperature diffusion experiments,206

the composition profiles were acquired using a Cameca207

SXFive electron microprobe at Saint-Gobain Research208

Paris. An improved methodology has been developed209

in order to reduce the distance step without any artefact210

on the results especially concerning the sodium concen-211

tration. The acquisitions were performed at 15kV with212

a beam current of 10nA during 10s for Na-Ka, Al-Ka,213

Si-Ka and Ca-Ka peaks and their corresponding back-214

ground. The analyzed area was a rectangle of 40 x 2215

µm which large side was oriented parallel to the inter-216

face between the two glasses. The distance between217

each rectangle was fixed at 4 µm. A second series of218

analyses has been performed on a parallel profile sepa-219

rated from 50 µm. The steps of the second profile were220

shifted by 3 µm compared to the first one. Consider- 221

ing that the composition of the glass is homogeneous in 222

the direction parallel to the interface over at least 100 223

µm, merging (intertwining) the two line scans leads to 224

a composition profile with a 3 µm step. The accuracy 225

of the composition (in wt%) is estimated at ±0.4 wt% 226

for Na2O, ±0.3wt% for CaO et Al2O3 and ±0.7wt% for 227

SiO2. The lack of impact of this protocol on the sodium 228

composition was tested (and validated) far from the in- 229

terface on an homogeneous zone. 230

2.5. Mathematical analysis of diffusion profiles 231

For each temperature, the diffusion matrix was ob-
tained from the least-square minimization of the dif-
ference between theoretical and experimental diffusion
profiles. Details about the theoretical background of
the diffusion matrix and the numerical procedure can
be found in (Claireaux et al., 2016). Briefly, the least-
square error was computed in the eigenbasis of the diffu-
sion matrix, with the theoretical diffusion profiles given
by

C̃i(x, t) = ˜∆Ci erf
(

x
√

2αit

)
. (1)

where αi is an eigenvalue of the diffusion matrix and 232

C̃i(x, t) is the projection of the concentration profiles of 233

the different species, along the direction of the eigen- 234

vector i. 235

3. Results 236

3.1. Viscosities 237

Experimental viscosity values are shown in Fig. 1 for 238

all end-member compositions. Compositions enriched 239

in network formers have a larger viscosity than com- 240

positions with more sodium or calcium, with a slightly 241

more important effect of aluminum compared to silicon. 242

The greatest viscosity variations at fixed temperature are 243

thus for the couple AN-NA. At 1200◦C, there is a ratio 244

of 6 between η(AN) and η(NA), while at Tg + 30, the 245

viscosity ratio for this diffusion couple is greater than 246

100. 247

We obtained activation energies between 210 and
260 kJ.mol−1 when fitting viscosity values in the range
[1000 − 1450]◦C with an Arrhenian law. For the
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temperature duration AC/CA AN/NA NC/CN SA/AS SC/CS SN/NS
Tg see Tab. 3 X X X X X X

1200◦C 20 min X X X X X X
1h X X X X X X
3h X X conv. X crystal. X

1280◦C 20 min X conv. X X crystal. X
1h conv. conv. conv. X X conv.

1360◦C 20 min conv. conv. X X X X

Table 4: Diffusion experiments. While most experiments were successful, part of the results could not be used due to convection (conv.) or
crystallization at the interface (crystal.).
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Figure 1: Viscosity of end-member melts. (Top) All measurements,
obtained with DSC, dilatometry and viscometry analyses. Experimen-
tal points (symbols) are fitted with a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann law.
(Bottom) Zoom on high-temperature measurements, obtained from
rotating-cylinder viscometry.

whole temperature range, we fitted both the high-
temperature and dilatometric measurements using the
Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) equation

log η = A +
B

T (K) −C
. (2)

3.2. Diffusion profiles 248

For diffusion couples and temperatures at which sev- 249

eral heating times were available, we first verified that 250

diffusion profiles were similar when rescaled by x/
√

t 251

(see for example Fig. 3 of (Claireaux et al., 2016)). Con- 252

sequently, diffusion profiles are shown in the following 253

as a function of x/
√

t, in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 1200, 254

1280, 1360◦C and Tg + 30 respectively. For the sake of 255

clarity, concentration profiles are represented as the dif- 256

ference between local and average concentration. For 257

all temperatures, note that the spatial resolution is suf- 258

ficient to have several measurement points in regions of 259

high variation for all oxides, confirming that heat treat- 260

ments were long enough even close to the glass transi- 261

tion. 262

Diffusion profiles at the three high temperatures are 263

qualitatively very similar, except for the fact that diffu- 264

sion widths increase with temperature for a given an- 265

nealing time. As an example, the concentration pro- 266

files at 1200◦ C are described. Experiments with an ini- 267

tial difference of sodium oxide show a larger diffusion 268

width than experiments with the same concentration of 269

sodium oxide for the two end-members. The most sig- 270

nificant uphill diffusion is the one of calcium, in the 271

case of exchanges between sodium and network formers 272

(NA/AN and NS/SN couples). Uphill diffusion of cal- 273

cium is also observed for the AS/SA couple, for which 274

there exists a small concentration difference in sodium 275

oxide between end members. Minor uphill diffusion of 276

aluminum is also observed for the SC/CS, NS/SN and 277

SA/AS couples, although these are at the limit of de- 278

tection given the signal to noise ratio. Network formers 279

have diffusion widths much smaller than that of sodium, 280
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while the characteristic length scale of sodium diffusion281

is approximately the same for all experiments. Calcium,282

however, has a larger diffusion width when it diffuses283

against sodium than when it diffuses against a network284

former. Finally, we note a slight asymmetry of sodium285

profiles for the NA-AN couple.286

Interestingly, diffusion profiles close to the glass tran-
sition also share the same features as at high tempera-
ture, with uphill diffusion of calcium when sodium dif-
fuses against network formers, and a much larger dif-
fusion distance of network modifiers than those of net-
work formers. Compared to the high temperatures, the
most striking difference is the stronger asymmetry of
diffusion profiles, in particular for sodium and calcium.
A close-up visualization of the asymmetry is given in
Fig. 6 for sodium profiles, where we have compared ex-
perimental sodium profiles to the symmetrized profiles

csym(x) =
1
2

(c(x) − c(−x)) . (3)

A discontinuity of the sodium profile is even observed287

at the interface for the NA-AN couple (see Fig. 5). Ex-288

periments with a gradient of aluminum show a slight289

uphill diffusion of sodium. Uphill diffusion of sodium290

is only observed close to Tg and not at higher tempera-291

ture.292

3.3. Diffusion matrix293

For each temperature of the [1200 − 1360]◦C range,294

we used all available diffusion couples to obtain the295

least-square estimation of the diffusion matrix. Close296

to Tg, the AN/NA couple was not used for the estima-297

tion of the diffusion matrix, since the annealing temper-298

ature was significantly different from the other experi-299

ments and the asymmetry of the profiles is very strong.300

Note that for each temperature, the number of experi-301

ments used for the estimation is greater or equal than302

the minimal number (3) of experiments needed to cover303

enough directions in the composition space in order to304

determine the diffusion matrix (Trial and Spera, 1994;305

Liang, 2010).306

Quality of the fits. Theoretical diffusion profiles ob-307

tained with the best-fit diffusion matrix are superim-308

posed on experimental data in Figs. 2-5. The agreement309

between theoretical and experimental data is very good310

for the high temperatures. Close to the glass transi-311

tion, asymmetries of the diffusion profiles are not taken312

into account into the model of constant diffusion ma-313

trix, hence the agreement is not as good for asymmetric314

profiles.315

Diffusion matrices. Diffusion matrices obtained from 316

the fits are shown in Table 5 with SiO2 as a depen- 317

dent component, and in Table 6 as sets of eigenvalues 318

and eigenvectors. The latter form has two advantages: 319

first, no dependent component is needed and all oxides 320

are treated symmetrically, and second, the interpretation 321

of eigenvalues (as diffusion coefficients) and eigenvec- 322

tors (as exchange directions) is easier. In Table 6 eigen- 323

vectors and eigenvalues are sorted by decreasing eigen- 324

value, that is from the fastest to the slowest diffusion 325

mechanism. Errors estimations given in Tables 5 and 6 326

were computed generating several (200) realizations of 327

synthetic diffusion profiles, using the estimated matrix 328

and adding Gaussian noise of the same intensity as ex- 329

perimental noise, fitting the diffusion matrix on these 330

synthetic profiles, and computing the standard deviation 331

of coefficients. 332

Eigenvectors. The dominant eigenvector is the same 333

for all temperatures. It consists in the exchange of 334

sodium and calcium (see Table 6), so that the diffu- 335

sion couple NC/CN corresponds to the direction of the 336

dominant eigenvector. Such exchange occurs probably 337

through a ”hopping” mechanisms in network modifiers 338

channels (Jund et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 2004; Tilocca, 339

2010). Microscopic models explaining fast ionic con- 340

duction (such as the Na-Ca exchange observed here) 341

have been proposed in the literature, with for example 342

the bond fluctuation model of ionic conduction (Aniya, 343

1992; Hull, 2004). The second eigenvector is charac- 344

terised by the exchange of calcium with silicon, associ- 345

ated with a smaller fraction of aluminum. The relative 346

proportion of silicon and aluminum varies with temper- 347

ature, such that close to Tg, no aluminum is involved 348

in the exchange reaction. The last eigenvector corre- 349

sponds to the exchange of aluminum with calcium, and 350

a smaller proportion of silicon. Close to Tg this reaction 351

boils down to the exchange of calcium and aluminum. 352

For all temperatures the angle between a pair of eigen- 353

vector is of the order of 60◦, corresponding to a normal- 354

ized scalar product of 1/2, in-between the normalized 355

scalar product of orthogonal vectors (0) and of colinear 356

vectors (1). 357

Eigenvalues. At each temperature, the largest eigen- 358

value is much larger than the other two. The ratio be- 359

tween the largest and second eigenvalue decreases with 360

temperature, from 118 close to Tg to 33 at 1360◦C. 361

Such large ratios mean that diffusion matrices are ill- 362

conditioned, which reduces the accuracy with which 363

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined. 364
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Figure 2: Concentration profiles for all diffusion couples at 1200◦C and 1-hour treatments. Note the different spatial scale for diffusion couples
involving sodium (first line) and not involving sodium (second line). Spatial coordinates are given both in mm and in rescaled units.
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Figure 3: Concentration profiles for all successful diffusion couples at 1280◦C, corresponding to thermal treatments of 20 min for AC-CA, NC-CN
and NS-SN couples and 1 hour for the SA-AS and SC-CS couples.
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Tg + 30 1200
Na2O CaO Al2O3 Na2O CaO Al2O3

Na2O 11.9 · 10−4 ± 1 · 10−4 −3.4 · 10−4 ± 3 · 10−5 −6.4 · 10−4 ± 4 · 10−5 29 ± 1.3 −4 ± 0.5 −5 ± 0.5
CaO −7.5 · 10−4 ± 8 · 10−5 2.2 · 10−4 ± 3 · 10−5 4.1 · 10−4 ± 3 · 10−5 −26 ± 1 4 ± 0.5 5 ± 0.5

Al2O3 1.2 · 10−4 ± 3 · 10−5 0.3 · 10−4 ± 2 · 10−6 −0.91 · 10−4 ± 1 · 10−5 −0.4 ± 0.5 −0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1
1280 1360

Na2O CaO Al2O3 Na2O CaO Al2O3

Na2O 57 ± 2.5 3 ± 1 −1 ± 1 70 ±5 −12 ± 2 −13 ± 2
CaO −45 ± 2 2 ± 0.7 3 ± 0.8 −63 ± 5 14 ± 2 13 ± 2

Al2O3 −0.3 ± 1.5 −0.5 ± 0.1 0 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 2 −0.3 ± 0.5 −0.6 ± 0.4

Table 5: Diffusion matrices obtained with SiO2 as dependent component. Coefficients are given in ×10−12m2.s−1.

Tg + 30 1200 1280 1360
αi 2.0 · 10−3 1.7 · 10−5 6.6 · 10−7 29.5 0.58 0.3 59.1 2.01 0.32 133 4.1 0.62

±9.10−5 ±3.10−6 ±4.10−7 ±1.5 ±0.1 ±0.05 ±3 ±0.3 ±0.05 ±4 ±0.4 ±0.15
Na2O 1 0.06 −0.19 1 0.07 −0.08 1 −0.05 −0.05 1 0.11 −0.09
CaO −0.84 0.94 1 −0.91 1 0.74 −0.84 1 0.70 −0.94 1 0.55

Al2O3 0.02 0 −0.91 −0.01 −0.34 −1 0.00 −0.15 −1 0.02 −0.36 −1
SiO2 −0.14 -1 0.09 −0.08 −0.73 0.34 −0.16 −0.80 0.35 −0.07 −0.75 0.54

Table 6: Eigenvalues (×10−12m2.s−1) and eigenvectors obtained by fitting experimental data separately for each temperature.
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Figure 4: Concentration profiles for all successful diffusion couples at
1360◦C, for 20-min thermal treatments.

v1 v2 v3

Na2O 1 0 0
CaO −1 1 1

Al2O3 0 0 −1
SiO2 0 -1 0
α1200

i 29.8 1.03 0.18
α1280

i 50.9 2.63 0.40
α1360

i 68.3 3.96 0.73

Table 7: Eigenvalues (×10−12m2.s−1) and eigenvectors obtained by
imposing the direction of eigenvectors.

4. Discussion 365

4.1. Direction of eigenvectors 366

From the result of the fits at high temperature and 367

close to Tg, it seems that at high temperature eigen- 368

vectors v2 and v3, involve both network formers. In 369

particular v2 represents the exchange of calcium with 370

silicon, and a smaller fraction of aluminum. However, 371

close to Tg eigenvectors involve only two species each, 372

with v2 being simply the exchange of calcium and sil- 373

icon. The question arises whether this evolution is due 374

to a real physical change of melt structure and diffu- 375

sion eigenvectors, or to experimental noise and fitting 376

errors. To address this question, we have tried to fit 377

high-temperature data with an imposed basis of eigen- 378

vectors, so that only eigenvalues remain to be fitted. 379

We have chosen the basis v1 = (1,−1, 0, 0) , v2 = 380
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Figure 5: Concentration profiles for all diffusion couples close to the glass transition (Tg + 30).
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Figure 6: Concentration profiles of sodium (symbols) close to the
glass transition for the NA-NA and NS-SN couples (close-up com-
pared to Fig. 5), and symmetrized profiles (dotted lines). The differ-
ence between experimental and symmetrized profiles highlights the
asymmetry of experimental profiles.

(0, 1, 0,−1) , v3 = (0, 1,−1, 0) (see Table 7), that is, the 381

basis found close to Tg if small coefficients are set to 0. 382

We found that the fit is visually as good as when 383

the eigenvectors are free to vary, with a value of the 384

least-square error that is only slightly larger. Eigenval- 385

ues found with this basis are reported in Table 7. With 386

the experimental uncertainty of our measurements, we 387

think that it is not possible to conclude at this time, 388

whether at high temperature v2 is the exchange of cal- 389

cium with silicon only, or with silicon and aluminum. 390

In order to answer this question, either more data or 391

more accurate data would be needed. One could per- 392

form diffusion experiments along different directions of 393

the phase diagram, taking extra care to keep the sodium 394

content equal for the endmembers. Indeed, since the 395

dominant eigenvalue is much larger than the second one, 396

v2 could be determined more accurately from experi- 397

ments for which the contribution of v1 is strictly zero. 398

4.2. Common basis of eigenvectors at superliquidus 399

temperatures 400

Since diffusion profiles obtained at different temper- 401

atures are very similar, and since the estimated direc- 402

tion of eigenvectors does not change much with temper- 403

ature, we fitted the diffusion profiles at all high temper- 404

atures using a common basis of eigenvectors. Theoreti- 405
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v1 v2 v3

Na2O 1 0.04 0.07
CaO −0.86 1 −0.67

Al2O3 −0.01 −0.34 1
SiO2 −0.13 −0.71 −0.40
α1200

i 32.7 0.52 0.11
α1280

i 52.5 1.37 0.31
α1360

i 91.4 4.58 0.77
Ea (kJ.mol−1) 134 304 241

Table 8: Eigenvectors and eigenvalues (×10−12m2.s−1) obtained by
fitting experimental data of the [1200 − 1360]◦C range in a common
basis. Activation energies (Ea) are obtained from an Arrhenian fit of
eigenvalues.

cally, the number of experiments at each temperature is406

greater than that (3) required to constrain the system of407

equations. However, due to experimental noise and the408

ill-conditioning of the diffusion matrices, increasing the409

number of experiments permits a more accurate estima-410

tion of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. We did not include411

the data close to the glass transition, since asymmetries412

of diffusion profiles introduce more errors in the fitting413

procedure. The result of the fitting procedure is shown414

in Table 8. The eigenvectors are closer to the ones ob-415

tained at 1200◦C, for which more experiments are avail-416

able and the estimation is likely to be more accurate than417

for the other temperatures. In the following, we use the418

set of eigenvalues α∗i determined with the common ba-419

sis of eigenvectors, since they should be more accurate420

than eigenvalues obtained for one temperature only.421

4.3. Arrhenian behavior of eigenvalues422

Fig. 7 a) shows the eigenvalues α∗i in an Arrhenian423

diagram, as a function of reciprocal temperature. Al-424

though three temperatures are the bare minimum to test425

for an Arrhenian behavior, experimental points are well426

aligned on an exponential curve. Activation energies427

fitted on the [1200− 1360]◦C regime are reported in Ta-428

ble 8.429

The activation energy for the exchange of network430

modifiers is 134 kJ.mol−1. For comparison, (Gruener431

et al., 2001) found an activation energy of '432

120 kJ.mol−1 for the relaxation time of calcium in cal-433

cium aluminosilicate melts (which was measured by434

NMR at high temperature and by electrical conductiv-435

ity closer to the glass transition). Activation energies436

for the mobility of sodium are typically smaller (e.g.437

70 kJ.mol−1 in (George and Stebbins, 1996)). However,438

the exchange between sodium and calcium is likely to439

be controlled by calcium, which is the slowest species.440
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Figure 7: Arrhenian dependence of eigenvalues α∗i with temperature.
a) zoom on high temperatures only. b) high temperatures and Tg + 30.
Black symbols correspond to eigenvalues, blue lines (color online) to
the Arrhenian fit of high-temperature eigenvalues, and red lines and
red symbols to the Eyring diffusivities (see text).
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The activation energies of exchanges involving net-
work formers are 304 and 241 kJ.mol−1, consistent with
activation energies found for viscosity measurements.
In order to test the link with viscosity further, we plot-
ted in Fig. 7 a) the Eyring diffusivity estimated as

DE =
kBT
ηd

(4)

where η is the melt viscosity and d is a jump distance441

corresponding to a diffusive step. Following previous442

studies (Zhang et al., 2010; Lesher, 2010; Ni et al.,443

2015; Micoulaut, 2016), we choose d = 2.8 Å, the444

oxygen-oxygen interatomic distance in silicate melts.445

Since the different endmembers have different viscosi-446

ties, we have reported in Fig. 7 Eyring diffusivities for447

the melt with the smallest (CA, an Al-poor composition)448

and largest (AN, an Al-rich composition) values of vis-449

cosities. Interestingly, in the [1200 − 1360]◦C range,450

DE
CA is close to α∗2, while DE

AN is close to α∗3. This451

observation is consistent with the fact that α∗2 charac-452

terizes the exchange of calcium with silicon (and some453

aluminum), while α∗3 characterizes the exchange of cal-454

cium with aluminum. This good correspondence be-455

tween eigenvalues and viscosities is particularly inter-456

esting, and should be investigated in more systems in457

the future.458

In Fig. 7 b), we added eigenvalues close to glass tran-459

sition, as well as Eyring diffusivities (Eq. (4)) com-460

puted at 650◦ C for the SN and NC compositions (which461

have respectively the largest and smallest viscosities at462

Tg +30 except for the AN/NA experiment, for which the463

temperature was too different from the others). It is in-464

teresting to see that, contrary to superliquidus tempera-465

tures, Eyring diffusivities (red symbols) are significantly466

smaller than the eigenvalues α∗2 and α∗3. On the other467

hand, eigenvalues α∗2 and α∗3 close to Tg seem to lie ap-468

proximately on the same Arrhenian (exponential) curve469

as high-temperature eigenvalues. The (blue) dotted lines470

in Fig. 7 b) correspond to the Arrhenian extrapolation471

using the activation energy determined on the high-472

temperature eigenvalues. The red lines represent the473

Eyring diffusivities extrapolated using an Arrhenian fit474

for high-temperature values of ηCA and ηAN. α∗2 and α∗3475

close to Tg are well approximated by the Arrhenian ex-476

trapolation of Eyring diffusivities to low temperatures.477

The Arrhenian extrapolation of high-temperature eigen-478

values allows one to retrieve α∗3(Tg), but is less accurate479

for α∗2. Since the gap between 650 and 1200◦C is very480

large, small uncertainties in the fitted high-temperature481

activation energy will result in a large difference when482

the exponential curve is extended to Tg. However for483

the viscosities we have more values (6 values between484

1000 and 1500◦C) to constrain the parameters of the Ar- 485

rhenian law, resulting in more accuracy. 486

The breakdown of the Eyring relation has been stud- 487

ied in model numerical liquids (Kumar et al., 2006; 488

Charbonneau et al., 2014) close to the glass transition. 489

It has been attributed to a decoupling between relax- 490

ation mechanisms responsible for diffusion and viscous 491

flow. In particular, the hopping of particles out of cages 492

formed by their neighbors (Charbonneau et al., 2014) 493

allows particles to diffuse even at temperatures at which 494

viscous flow is much slower. Using the formalism of 495

the Adam-Gibbs theory and configurational entropy, the 496

fragility of silicate supercooled liquids is associated to 497

an increasing number of units involved in structural re- 498

laxation when the glass transition is approached (Richet, 499

1984; Toplis, 1998). We suggest that, on the contrary, 500

diffusion exchanges associated to eigenvalues remain a 501

local process involving the break and reforming of a few 502

chemical bonds (Claireaux et al., 2016), which could 503

explain why their temperature dependence is Arrhenian 504

over the whole temperature range studied here. 505

We are not aware of any other direct experimental 506

study of diffusion in silicate supercooled liquids men- 507

tioning the breakdown of the Eyring relation. Several 508

studies (Reinsch et al., 2008; Nascimento et al., 2011; 509

Schmelzer et al., 2015) have shown that the energetics 510

of crystal growth do not follow Eyring relation close 511

to the glass transition, but the interpretation of the dif- 512

fusivity coefficient in the law of crystal growth is still 513

subject to debate (Cassar et al., 2018). NMR 2D MAS 514

measures of the Q3 −Q4 exchange rates showed that the 515

Eyring relation was verified up to 55◦ C above the glass 516

transition in K2Si4O9 liquids. However, in 1D NMR 517

measurements some decoupling has been observed (Far- 518

nan and Stebbins, 1990; Stebbins et al., 1995) between 519

exchanges rates and viscosity. Moreover, new tech- 520

niques such as X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy 521

have evidenced in sodium silicate liquids (Ruta et al., 522

2014) relaxation mechanisms unknown so far close to 523

the glass transition. Other multidiffusion studies close 524

to the glass transition would be required to conclude 525

about a possible breakdown of the Eyring relation. 526

4.4. Multidiffusion effects close to the glass transition 527

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first ev- 528

idence that multidiffusion effects, including uphill diffu- 529

sion, are effective close to the glass transition. A recent 530

study (Pablo et al., 2017) of multidiffusion in a sodium 531

borosilicate system considered temperatures as low as 532

100 degrees above the glass transition. Viscosities of 533

endmembers were of the order of 108 Pa.s, while in our 534
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experiments η is of the order of 1010 Pa.s, and varies be-535

tween 108.8 and 1011 Pa.s.536

The assumption of a constant diffusion matrix is less537

valid than at higher temperature, because of higher vis-538

cosity difference for a given concentration difference.539

Nevertheless, the measured diffusion eigenvectors are540

very similar to higher temperatures, meaning that the541

same exchange mechanisms are valid over a wide tem-542

perature range. The fact that only two species are in-543

volved in each diffusion eigenvector near Tg means that544

even when thermal agitation is less effective, coopera-545

tive rearrangements can still happen. A difference be-546

tween high temperature and close to Tg is the stronger547

influence of aluminum gradients on sodium flux, close548

to the glass transition. This stronger influence can be549

read directly in the DNa,Al coefficient of the diffusion550

matrix in Table 5. With DNa,Al = −6.4 · 10−16 and551

DNa,Na = 11.9 · 10−16 m2.s−1 close to Tg, an aluminum552

gradient creates a sodium flux whose magnitude is half553

that of the flux created by its own (sodium) gradient.554

The relative magnitude of DNa,Al is much lower at higher555

temperatures, with for example DNa,Al = −5 · 10−12
556

and DNa,Na = 29 · 10−12 m2.s−1 at 1200◦C. This dif-557

ference is probably due to the competition between558

sodium and calcium as charge compensators of alu-559

minum. Calorimetry measurements at 985 K (Navrot-560

sky et al., 1982), and more recently NMR experiments561

on quenched glasses of the NCAS system (Gambuzzi562

et al., 2014, 2015) revealed that aluminum tetrahedra are563

preferentially compensated by sodium ions. Aluminum-564

rich compositions have barely enough sodium to com-565

pensate all aluminum tetrahedra (or not enough for the566

AN/NA experiment), meaning that a fraction of tetra-567

hedra are compensated by calcium ions. When put in568

contact with an aluminum-poor composition, sodium569

network modifiers diffuse to the aluminum-rich part to570

compensate more aluminum tetraehdra, resulting in the571

slight uphill diffusion of sodium observed for the exper-572

iments with an aluminum gradient. The study of (Gam-573

buzzi et al., 2014, 2015) was performed on quenched574

glasses, and should therefore be representative of the575

supercooled liquid structure close to the glass transi-576

tion. We are not aware of a similar structural study of577

NCAS glasses at high temperature. For the high temper-578

atures, the much weaker coupling between sodium and579

aluminum probably means that a better random mixing580

between sodium and calcium charge compensators is fa-581

vored by entropy at high temperature. Therefore, infor-582

mation about melt and supercooled liquid structures can583

be gained from multidiffusion analysis, even if the exact584

structure of the liquid is lost upon quenching.585
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Figure 8: Viscosities along diffusion profiles, interpolated between
end-member viscosities (see text), at Tg + 30 a) and 1200◦ C b). For
easier visualization, we have separated in two subplots experiments
with and without significant sodium gradient.

4.5. Viscosity gradients and their effect of diffusion 586

While viscosities of endmembers can be computed 587

for the different temperatures using the VFT law of 588

Fig 1, it is also interesting to know how viscosity varies 589

along a given diffusion profile. To this end, we used 590

the parametric dependence on composition proposed 591

by (Giordano et al., 2008) and we determined the pa- 592

rameters of the model using a least-square fit on the 120 593

measured viscosities (24 close to Tg and 96 at high tem- 594

perature). With this model it is possible to compute an 595

estimation of the viscosity for every composition along 596

a given diffusion profile in our composition range. Re- 597

sulting viscosity profiles are shown in Fig. 8 for Tg + 30 598

and 1200◦C. For both temperatures, the largest viscos- 599

ity gradients involve the exchange of sodium with an- 600

other species. Viscosity profiles evolve monotonically, 601

that is, no uphill shape is observed even for the profiles 602

corresponding to non-straight trajectories in composi- 603

tion space. The only exception is the interface of the 604

AN/NA profile at Tg + 30, where the slight discontinu- 605

ity is probably due to the uphill diffusion of sodium as 606

described above. 607
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Figure 9: Ca profile for the NC/CN exchange at Tg + 30, fitted using
the concentration-dependent viscosity of Crank (Crank, 1979). The
best least-square fit corresponds to a ratio of diffusivities of 11 be-
tween endmembers, while the ratio of 20 is the estimated ratio of vis-
cosities between endmembers. .

Strong viscosity variations are likely to change the
intensity of diffusion across a diffusion profile, i.e. the
magnitude of eigenvalues. Indeed, the variation of
eigenvalues is reflected in the asymmetry of diffusion
profiles in Fig. 5. One could parametrize the diffusion
matrix or its eigenvalues as a function of viscosity using
Eyring relation, but it would lead to a system of partial
differential equations which would involve significant
computational effort. Alternatively, a classical model
for concentration-dependent diffusion is the model of
Crank (Crank, 1979), where (scalar) diffusion depends
exponentially on concentration

D(C) = D0 exp
(
β

(
C −

1
2

(C1 + C2)
))
, (5)

where C1 and C2 are the initial concentrations of end-608

members and β is the strength of dependence on con-609

centration. This equation is consistent with Eyring rela-610

tion, since viscosity has an exponential dependence with611

concentration (Giordano et al., 2008). The extension of612

Eq. (5) to the case of multidiffusion is technically chal-613

lenging and out of the scope of this article. In addition,614

the spatial resolution of our measurements is not enough615

to identify asymmetries in the profile of network form-616

ers, so that only the profiles of network modifiers can be617

studied using the model of Crank.618

As an illustration, we have fitted the calcium profile619

of the NC/CN exchange at Tg + 30, using Eq. (5) (see620

Fig. 9). Since the direction of this exchange corresponds621

to an eigenvector, effective binary diffusion models cor-622

rectly this exchange, and it is valid to fit the profile using623

a model for scalar diffusion. Fig. 9 shows that Crank’s624

model is able to account for the shape of the diffusion625

profile. The best fit parameters correspond to a ratio626

of diffusivity of 11 between the endmembers. Interest-627

ingly, the ratio of viscosity between the NC and CN628

compositions is of the order of 20 (see Fig. 8 (a)), a 629

comparable order of magnitude. In Fig. 9, we also show 630

the theoretical profile for a ratio of 20, and the best fit 631

value of D0 in Eq. (5): the agreement is also very good. 632

Therefore, the eigenvalues fitted close to Tg using 633

a constant diffusion matrix correspond to intermediate 634

values between exchange rates in compositions with 635

largest and smallest viscosities. Our choice not to use 636

the AN/NA data close to the Tg for computing the diffu- 637

sion matrix reduces the incertitude on eigenvalues, since 638

the viscosity contrast is almost one order of magnitude 639

larger than for all the other experiments. The smaller 640

viscosity contrast between endmembers at 1200◦C and 641

above mean that the effect of viscosity on eigenvalues 642

can be neglected. 643

Finally, it is interesting to note that the diffusion cou- 644

ples that are most prone to convection correspond to the 645

largest difference of viscosity between the two endmem- 646

bers, with AN/NA the most problematic couple and the 647

largest viscosity difference. It is known that viscosity- 648

stratified fluids can give rise to flow instabilities (Govin- 649

darajan and Sahu, 2014) and affect the onset and wave- 650

lengths of thermal convection (Zhang and Yuen, 1995; 651

Bunge and Richards, 1996; Ratcliff et al., 1997). More 652

insights into the effect of viscosity stratification would 653

help to reduce convection in future experiments. 654

Conclusion 655

Using diffusion-couple experiments and several vari- 656

ants of least-square optimization, we have determined 657

diffusion matrices for a region of composition centered 658

on 64.5 wt%SiO2 , 13.3 wt%Na2O, 10.8 wt%CaO, 11.4 659

wt%Al2O3. Diffusion matrices have been obtained for 660

several super-liquidus temperatures, as well as 30 de- 661

grees above the glass transition. Diffusion matrices have 662

been interpreted using their eigenvalues and eigenvec- 663

tors. A remarkable persistence of eigenvector direc- 664

tions was found through this temperature range, with 665

the dominant eigenvector representing the exchange of 666

sodium with calcium and the two other eigenvectors 667

representing the exchange of calcium with network for- 668

mers. The activation energy of the dominant eigen- 669

vector is consistent with that of electrical conductivity. 670

At high temperature, good quantitative agreement was 671

found between Eyring diffusivities and eigenvalues for 672

exchanges with network formers, when using the ex- 673

treme viscosity values reached over the composition do- 674

main in the Eyring formula. Close to the glass transi- 675

tion, Eyring relation did not seem to apply, with diffu- 676

sion exchanges involving network formers being faster 677
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than what the diffusivity derived from viscosity. Nev-678

ertheless, we showed that strong viscosity contrasts be-679

tween endmembers mean that eigenvalues are not con-680

stant across diffusion profiles.681

Future work will investigate the link between viscos-682

ity and diffusion eigenvalues, and try to extend the re-683

sults of this work to compositions with more oxides.684
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